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Companies face the challenge of offering customers and
prospects the best possible experience at every point
of contact. One bad experience can ruin a customer’s
relationship with the service provider and the brand forever.
This is exactly where Reputation Experience Management
(RXM) comes in. It combines the optimization of Customer
Experience with the management of a company’s Online
Reputation.

Did you know:
More than two-thirds
of consumers lose trust
in a business when its
listings are inaccurate
and there isn’t an
effective strategy
for brand reputation

Companies that implement Reputation Experience
Management have a strong competitive advantage over
competitors that do not. They benefit from greater trust
in the brand and thus form new and stronger customer
relationships. The good news is you can manage RXM with a
holistic software platform.
Here are the five must-haves for successful Reputation
Experience Management.
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Holistic approach instead of partial solutions
An integrated platform combines all relevant functions and
guarantees their smooth interaction. This reduces the risk of data
loss and minimizes complexity and costs compared to several partial
solutions.
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Performance measurement

Reputation Score

Reviews
Average Rating

549

0

Reviews

4.5

620k

/5

1000

An RXM platform can combine data from all touchpoints into a single
Surveys

database, conduct a detailed quantitative and qualitative analysis, and present

Surveys

Listings Views

Actions Taken

591k

519m

53m

the results in a central dashboard in an easy-to-understand way, as well as

Social

generate reports.
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Listings

NPS

61.1

Sentiment and competitive analysis

Actions

Posts

People Following

Backlog

% Closed on Time

872K

7.5m

200

89

Sentiment by Source
30 day report
100%

Intelligent analysis tools help you understand your competitors. AI-based
sentiment analysis of online reviews gathers and reports customer feedback
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Google

Facebook

YP.com

Sentiment map

from disparate channels in a location-specific keyword cloud. The larger the

Staff

Quality

keyword cloud, the more often it appears in the comments. The color also

Customer Service
Value
Speed

indicates if the sentiment is positive or negative.
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Centralized feedback

Competence

Tickets by Category
30 day report

1200

With centralized management for all channels, you always have an eye on

0
COVID-19

incoming feedback from all sources. With defined and automated workflows,

Concierge

The Reputation Score takes into account all factors that influence your
reputation. It integrates everything from reviews and ratings to social media
comments and survey results into one single metric. This provides you with a
360-degree view of your brand’s performance, enabling you to compare it with
competitors and key industry benchmarks.

Legal

Main

3.0/5
today it wasn’t as clean as usual. Given the COVID
situation, I was disappointed.

David Dows

professional handling of feedback and increases customer satisfaction.

Your Reputation Score

Billing

I've been coming to BDP Uptown for over 20 years, but

feedback requiring action is sent directly to relevant employees. This ensures
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Escalate

Respond to review

CREATE A TICKET

Reputation Score
Last 30 days  11% pts

0

Industry Average: 589

YOUR SCORE

578

1000

Best in Class: 836

Positive impact

Negative Impact

Review Volume

 5 pt

Review Response

 4 pt

Review Recency

 3 pt

Search Impressions

 1 pt

Recommendation
Your review response rate on Google has dropped.
To improve: Respond to unanswered reviews.

Respond to Reviews

About Reputation
Reputation’s award-winning platform consistently delivers innovative solutions to help companies manage tens of millions of ratings,
reviews and customer feedback interactions across thousands of touchpoints. The patented algorithms behind Reputation Score are
based on a decade of deep machine learning and provide businesses of all sizes with a reliable index of brand performance that they can
use to turn feedback into the fuel to grow their businesses. Visit reputation.com to learn more.
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